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Problem: 
Is there any way to achieve faster boot times on VersaLogic CPU boards? 

Background: 
"Customer research has shown that one of the most frequently requested features that users 
want from their PCs is fast system startup, whether from cold boot or when resuming from 
hibernation or any other sleep state." –from Windows Hardware and Driver Central (WHDC) 

VersaLogic has designed and configured its CPU boards for optimal boot time. Parameters in 
CMOS Setup have been factory set with this in mind. Still, faster boot times are frequently 
desired. 

Boot times are affected by many factors, both hardware and software related. Performing an 
Internet search on "faster boot times" will yield boot time solutions for a great variety of 
hardware/software configurations. You will find links to solutions for both Windows, Linux, and 
other operating systems. 

Below are a few suggestions that may help. 

Solution: 
Making changes to your system configuration can change boot time dramatically or 
incrementally. When making changes, use a stopwatch to measure the effects on boot time. 

1. Remove CD-ROM devices from BIOS: 
 
If the system is configured to detect CD-ROMs or other devices at boot, this will add a 
significant amount of time. Remove unneeded devices from CMOS Setup. 

2. Experiment with the Memory Test parameter: 
 
If the BIOS of your VersaLogic CPU board provides a Memory Test parameter*, try 
changing the value from the default of "StdLo FastHi". The Memory Test parameter 
configures the test that will be performed on low memory (below 1 MB) and the high 
memory (above 1MB). The settings are Full (exhaustive testing), Standard, and Fast. 
The default setting is considered optimal in most configurations, but changing it may 
improve boot time. 

3. Use a faster booting operating system (OS):  
 
One of the leading causes of slow boot times is the size of the OS. The larger the OS, 
the more time it will take to boot. VersaLogic Customer Support has clocked the EPIC-2 
(Gecko) booting a basic Windows XP Embedded image from CompactFlash (CF) at 45 
to 50 seconds, with about eight seconds used to access the CF and then the rest of the 
time used to load the OS. Booting the same system from DOS took 10 seconds from 
power on to command prompt.  

4. Use hibernation mode in Windows 2000/XP: 
 
Using hibernation mode may improve cold boot times. If using hibernation mode is 
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feasible for you, enable it in the Power Options Properties box (Control Panel | Power 
Options | Hibernate tab). 
 
Note: If the Hibernate tab does not appear in Power Options Properties box, make sure 
that all the device drivers have been installed. The drivers are located on the private 
support page for your CPU board.  

* Boards that provide this option include the EBX-12 (Cobra), EPIC-2 (Gecko), EPM-CPU-10 (Jaguar), EPM-CPU-3 
(Bobcat), EPM-4 (Lynx), and EPM-5 (Puma).  
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